[Cough induction by high-frequency chest percussion in healthy volunteers and patients with common cold].
In patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chest percussion is often used to facilitate the drainage of respiratory secretions which may be removed from the airway by coughing. The cough reflex is believed to be mediated by mechanically sensitive rapidly adapting receptors (RARs). Chest percussion stimulation may stimulate RAR cough receptors, but there is no evidence that mechanical airway stimulation in man induces cough. The aim of this study was to determine if cough can be induced by high-frequency chest percussion in healthy subjects and in patients with acute upper respiratory tract infection (URTI). Two groups were studied: 15 healthy subjects and 29 subjects with URTI, mean age 22 years. Percussion stimulation (70 Hz) was applied to the chest. Cough frequency and latency were recorded. All subjects were asked to complete a questionnaire about how they felt after the chest percussion by questionnaires. The results demonstrate that high-frequency chest percussion causes cough in human subjects with a recent history of URTI, but induces relatively little cough in healthy subjects. In URTI subjects there was a significant increase in the number of coughs after three periods of airway vibration, whereas in healthy subjects there was no change in cough. Furthermore, analysis of the questionnaires showed that more of the subjects with URTI felt an urge to cough compared to the healthy subjects in the subjective questionnaires. This study demonstrates that cough can be induced in subjects with URTI by chest percussion. This method of inducing cough in subjects with URTI may be useful for studies on the mechanism of cough and for studies on antitussive medicines.